This paper proposes an obstacle detection method using reflective intensity of the Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) in close range for the brush cutter. So far, the authors proposed a brush cutting robot equipped with commercially available brush cutter and verified its autonomous mowing capability. In order to safely operate a brush-cutting robot, stone obstacles on the vegetation around the brush cutter should be detected and avoided. The 3D-LIDAR consisting of a combination of the 2D-LIDAR and tilting mechanism is used to collect the environmental information around the brush cutter. This study attempts to identify stone obstacles on the grass using reflective intensity of the 3D-LIDAR. Correction formula of the LIDAR intensity of the grass is developed for the influence of wetness and ambient light. Outdoor experiments under different weather conditions resulted in successful detection of stone objects in the grass field. 
2013)．目視による分離点の選定とそれによる分離曲線の設定は，計測者の感覚に依存するため個体差が生じる原 因となる．したがって，本節ではクラス毎の分散の影響をシステマティックに求める方法で分離線を設定する手 法について示す．
Relation between distance and intensity value of the 3D-LIDAR. Green points show the grass data. Red points show the asphalt data. Blue plus and cross points show average of a certain distance intervals of data, respectively. Magenta plus points show the value obtained by subtracting 2sigma from average of the grass data. Magenta cross points show the value obtained by adding 2sigma to average of the asphalt data. Cyan points are respectively the midpoint of cross and plus points in magenta at each distance. Separation curve of two classes is determined by the least squares method using the cyan point. Relation between distance and intensity of the 3D-LIDAR measured on the grass field and the soil field. Green and red points represent respectively the grass field data and the soil field data under sunny condition. Blue and magenta points represent respectively the grass field data and the soil field data after the rain condition. When compared to the data at the time of the sunny weather, intensity decreases under rainy condition. 
を用意し式（9）による補正を加えることで，より正確な検出を行うことが可能である．
Relation between distance and intensity of the 3D-LIDAR under 0 lx (red points) and 5000 lx (cyan points) conditions. Experimental results shows that the value of the reflective intensity increased by increasing ambient light. Fig.9 The average of the intensity value under different ambient light conditions.
Fig.10
The standard deviation of the intensity value under different ambient light conditions.
Relation between luminance of the ambient light versus offset value of the intensity from 0lx. Red points show the average of the offset value of the intensity under six different ambient light conditions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Green curve depicts the logarithmic approximation of the average points. 
植生以外の石質障害物と判定する．
Relation between distance and intensity of the 3D-LIDAR under dry and wet conditions. Red points represent dry condition data. Green points represent wet condition data. Compared to dry condition, wet condition is found to decrease in intensity. 
